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Abstract

Organized and habits require sufficient repetition of similar contextual information to consolidate our

behaviours. This is accomplished by a refined combination of cognitive control, expected rewards, stimulus-

response associations and action selection. The ability to select the best possible movement, thoughts or

emotions may largely rely on fast and anatomically precise subdivisions along the cortico-striatal and

hippocampal networks. Yet, little is known about how controlling and learning systems interact to reach

organized and habitual behaviours, their underlying neural substrates and when they fail in certain pathologies.

During my talk, I will provide evidence on how cognitive control, actions and inhibition can be trained, in a

series of experiments where everyday life and experimental measures are combined in both healthy and disease

conditions. Using behavioural paradigms, neuroimaging, brain stimulation and patients, my talk will combine

concepts of habit and control of organized behaviour with putative altered mechanisms in some

neuropsychiatric conditions, were loss of control over particular reward cues is evident.

Affiliation and short bio

After completing a Psychology degree (University of Deusto), Dr. Ignacio Obeso began a PhD in cognitive

neuroscience (UCL, London, UK). He carried out a series of behavioural and neuromodulatory experiments to

provide novel evidence on the causal role of subcortical (the subthalamic nucleus) and cortical (pre-SMA) in

cognitive control during selection of actions, inhibition and conflict resolution (in healthy and Parkinson's

disease patients). Following 2 postdoctoral periods (University of Toronto, Canada and CNRS, France), he

demonstrated the causal circuitry behind cognitive control and social decision making, and how this applies to

neuropsychiatric conditions, such as impulse control disorders. The use of neuroimaging and computational

techniques combined with neuromodulation has led him to delineate the cortico-subcortical interactions during

healthy behaviour, showing a leadership role in the field with the generation of opinion letters (Brain

Stimulation, Cerebellum or Movement disorders) and organization of international symposiums. In 2019, he

opened the Cognitive Control and Habit laboratory focused on normal and alterations in cognitive control and

habitual behaviour (Complutense University and HM-CINAC, Madrid, Spain). In his lab, the aim is to decipher the

cognitive computations, neural basis and neuromodulation of cognitive control in healthy samples to translate

into pathological conditions whereby behaviour is marked by uncontrolled processes.

http://www.controlandhabit.com/
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